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Intro
Dear friends,
Here we are again, few weeks after, to give you a fresh
copy the 7th Edition of “Our SRH: What We Want”
magazine. We hope you all found the 6th edition educative and informative? We are confident that this
month’s edition will have the same positive impact
like the previous ones, even more. We always bring
to you real stories with advices and tips from experts. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Please send your contributions on any topic related
to SRH; to be covered in future issues via the phone
number and/or Email address provided.
Please enjoy reading the seventh edition of “Our
SRHR: What We Want”
We look forward to addressing more challenging
topics in the months ahead.
Our/Ref No 1170/E.31/067/SCAB
Che Street B’da/ P.O Box 50 Ndop long street
Tel: (+237) 681740538/671970507
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My Sexual Health, My Life
“When I was 14 years old, my parents
started telling me about the advantages of
getting married as soon as possible. For
several years, our living condition was
horrible. I stopped school when I was 13,
my father could only pay my junior brother’s school fees. So, I assisted my mother
with farm work, we harvested and sold
in markets. We had some profits and we
could buy few things for the house. When
I reached 15, my parents still talked about
marriage, several times. After some time,
I was introduced to some people who
came for visiting at home. They brought
so many gifts and my brothers and I were
excited, though didn’t know who they
were. It was the first time we received
gifts after all. When they left, my mother
told me that they were my “in-laws”, but
I didn’t understand. So, she explained and
desbribed one of the men who were there,
that he is my husband. I couldn’t believe, she added that the next time that they’ll come, they’ll take me along and I won’t
live in our house again…It was like a dream to me, I wasn’t prepared. Few days after, the same set of people came. Some of
my family members came too and were anxious to see them. Most of my aunts started congratulating me, they told me that
am as brave as them. I started crying the whole time and no one didn’t care. They said that just like them, I’ll be used to with
time, and I’ll thank them for doing such a good thing to me…I started screaming and continued to cry and it made everyone to
start asking questions why I was behaving like that. They calmed me but insisted that that “my husband” is wealthy and will
take good care of myself and my family… Few weeks after I witnessed the contrary of all they told me. My husband used to
beat me all the time, when I refuse to have sexual intercourse with him or when I don’t do house chores due to my menstrual
cramps or illness. He never believed and always insulted me. He used to give some money to my parents every month and
they were happy. I told them all what was happening to me and they never believed. At 17, I got pregnant. He abandoned
me for about 8 months and went to a different village. My friends told me that he is married with someone else but I didn’t
believe. When he left me, I went to my parents house but they drove me. I didn’t have money nor food, so my pastor took
care of me. I suffered like that until I was 23 years with 02 children now. My husband still disappeared severally and returned
months after, stayed for about 2 days and never returned till I reached 26 years. I don’t know where he is, his family here
ignore me when I ask questions. Fortunately for me, my pastor employed me as his house help. My children and I live in his
house with his family too. I am trying to rebuild my life, with these 2 children.”

EXPERT’S
RESPONSE
Even if there is a challenge in a home, in the economy of the home, the best thing is not to send your daughter into a mari-

tal relationship or force her to a man, but to embark in economic activities with the children like farming, fishing, trading,
keeping of poultry etc. than forcing the children when they are not grown to people. The people are going to molest your
children. As a parent, never ever take it as a point of approval or point of love when you see your in-law or whoever you force
your child to giving you gifts, they might be giving you gifts but killing your daughter in the house. As a young girl, if it is not
yet time for you to get into a marital relationship and you are forced into it, ask for advice from neighbours or people around
you. They will tell you what to do if you are not yet prepared because there are still adolescent marriages, many that are still
taking place here in our society today so we have to be very careful. So I encourage this girl to continue developing herself as
she is doing but let the father of these children be called to order. Because he will not sit and another person will take care of
the kids and tomorrow he will surface that he wants his children. And let the girl build her capacity in such a way that she can
be independent. She should not only end at the level of being a house maid, she can start a business of her own. At 26, it is
not late. She can develop herself differently so the same thing that happened to her will not happen to her own children. Because when you give a good education to a woman, you have educated the whole world she will be able to educate
her
children to any level she wants.
NDAH Grace, Reproductive Health Expert
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Youths' Voices
I

“ have miscarried twice. The first time was about 6
years ago and the second time happened 3 months
ago. I don’t know the exact causes of the two, I didn’t
ask and no-one told me. The second one was stressful.
I felt sick for a long time when I was 2 months pregnant. After taking medicines and some injections for
my condition I returned home. So, I went to a ‘small’
health center which was still new by then and they
gave me injections so that I shouldn’t lose my baby.
My condition kept on worsening and I was still sick.
Few days after I noticed that blood was oozing from
my vagina. I decided to go to a ‘bigger’ hospital and
I learned in shock that I lost my baby. After cleaning
me up, they gave medicines and said it will help.”

REACTION
“According to the doctor, they went the very first time and they gave drugs. That was already signs of
bleeding in pregnancy, which was already a serious case. She was supposed to be kept in the hospital,
to be observed for some time and then they do checkup to find if there is any cause for concern or any
disease so that she can be put on treatment because that was already sign of threaten abortion. The
pregnancy was already threatening to go. Thus, they had to keep her in the hospital taking care of her
until the bleeding is controlled before she is sent home. That is typically bleeding in pregnancy with
is already a danger sign. You will not expect a woman that is pregnant and sees blood in her vagina to
go around with it. I will advise everyone one that any drop of blood coming out of a woman’s vagina
during pregnancy is a danger sign. Do not wait with it, rush to the hospital.”
David AYIM, Reproductive Health Expert,
Interviewed by AKALAMBI Clare with compilations
from Lovees AHFEMBBOMBI and R.A.

Non-Judgemental Post Abortion Care is a
Reproductive Health Rights

“if a woman comes to the hospital after an unsafe abortion, we’ve already failed
once to help her aviod an unwanted or mistimed pregnancy. If she leaves the
facility without having any means of preventing another unwanted pregnancy in
future, we’ve failed her twice.”
# PostAbortionCareCounselling
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Youths' Voices
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REACTION
“It could be malaria in pregnancy; which is considered as severe malaria. It could also be STIs like; Chlamydia, gonorrhoea, syphilis, etc. These organisms can easily cause miscarriages. Toxoplasmosis could also be the cause. Women need
to be screened for before they get pregnant. If you are pregnant and you have toxoplasmosis, then the tendency to have
abortion is very high.
During their management in the hospital, I could ask them whether they were really managed very well if it was spontaneous abortion or what a lay man calls miscarriage. If yes, did all the products of conception come down? If not, they
should be evacuated or bring them down and place the patient on antibiotics. Was she handled very well? During the
follow-up period, how was the management? At this level we call it Post Abortion Care, what about her follow-up? Was
the exploration done well to see that all the products came out? What was the age of pregnancy? Was the cause of abortion known? So that, the patient should be treated and counselled to avoid future complications or another miscarriage.
They shouldn’t get pregnant again without knowing the cause of the abortion”.
NDAH Grace, Reproductive Health Expert

Every 8 Minutes, a woman

in a Developing Nation Dies
of Complications Arising
From an Unsafe Abortion

Non-Jugemental post abortion care
with trained personnel, good social support,
and access to facilities

Can improve Sexual and Reproductive Health
March and April edition 2020
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What You Should Know About COVID-19 and How to Prevent the Pandemic
COVID-19 is an infectious condition, which means it can be spread, directly or indirectly, from one person to another. It involves your upper respiratory tract (nose, throat, airways, lungs). It was first identified in Wuhan, China,
in December 2019.
Older people are twice as likely to have serious COVID-19 illness. Most corona virus led illnesses are generally mild,
especially for children and young adults. It can be contracted through eye, nose, and mouth, via droplets produced
on coughing or sneezing, close contact with infected persons, contact with contaminated surfaces, objects, or items
of personal use.
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FOCUS
Child Marriage: “I will marry when I want”

In some countries, young girls as early as 7 or 8 years are forced by their families to marry much older men. Child marriage is a
human rights violation. Child brides are mostly likely to be forced out of school, depriving them of the right to education. They
are more likely to become pregnant as adolescents, which puts them at increased risk of maternal health complications. And they
are also more vulnerable to abuse.
It is the most disadvantaged girls, those living in poverty, in rural areas and with few prospects for empowerment, who are most
likely to become child brides. Gender inequality and the belief that the girl child is inferior to the boy child also act as a driver
as well as traditional attitudes, and power imbalance. Early marriage and forced marriage is most common in Sub-Sahara Africa
where 38% of girls become child brides.
According to a 2014 survey, child marriage is widespread in Cameroon, with over 20 percent of girls aged 15 to 19 already married. While Cameroon has rectified the 1989 United Nations Convention on the right of the girl Child setting the minimum age
of marriage at 18, Cameroon’s legal age of marriage is 15 for girls with parental permission, and 18 for boys. In 2012, Cameroon
ratified the African chatter on the Rights and welfare of the child, including Article 21 regarding the prohibition of child marriage
and all this is in a bit to eliminate child, early and forced marriage by 2030 in line with target 5.3 of the Sustainable Development
Goals.
Girl children around the world deserve to live full childhood, go to school, be free of the violence and negative health consequences associated with child marriage and choose (for themselves and without any violence or coercion) when and whom
they marry. It is against this backdrop that RuWCED and other national/international bodies are working towards eradicating
this social ill. They are working to ensure that the girl child stays in school and decide for themselves whether and when to get
married. RuWCED through their various programs help children and young people as well as parents, community leaders, and
government to identify, understand and end this practice.

VOXPOP

Neh Mirabel: child and forced marriages shouldn’t be accepted because the child will not be happy and as a child you should
go to school. Early marriage isn’t good because the child in question has very little knowledge about marriage. Children of
tender age are supposed to go to school or learn a trade in case the parents don’t have money. As for forced marriage, it’s
wrong because someone should get married to someone they love. Most forced marriages don’t last. I can’t allow my child to
marry someone he/she don’t love just because of selfish reasons. Forced marriage has even killed many people because the
bond of love that is supposed to keep them together is not there.
Pilate: marriage is a good thing, even the heavens confirmed it. I cannot force my child to marry someone she/he doesn’t
want, the Bible says can two work together except they agree so they must be agreement between the two before there can
enjoy good marriage. And yes, I can send my child to be married at a tender age because maturity is not by age. I am one of
the people who believe in early marriage but not force marriage. So as for me, i encourage early marriage.
Nkeng Emmaculate: to me, it is not a good think to force someone to get married especially when they are still young.
Marriage is a school on its own and only matured people and people who think they can go through it can enrol. That is, get
married. I cannot let my parents chose who i should get married to because they don’t know the kind of man want and also
because they are not the ones to stay in the house. So I prefer to choose my partner so that if anything goes wrong, I blame
myself. I’ll therefore advise parents out there to stop that practice and prepare the children towards that at the right time.
Ngong Julienne: child marriage and forced marriage should be abolished by us the young ladies. For instance, child marriage, she knows nothing about caring for a home, how to care for a child etc. Some are being frustrated, not to talk about
forced marriage. Getting married to someone you don’t love, how will you have sex with that person or care for him? Such
rubbish should be abolished. I will be the one living with the man and not my mother. The one I’ll chose is my choice and
the one I’ll love to spent the rest of my life with.
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COVID-19: RuWCED Organizes a Wide Campaign to Curb the Spread of
COVID-19, Reduces GBV/VAWG and SRHR Violation
RuWCED, in its capacity to empower communities in the thirteen villages of Ngoketunjia Division, Northwest Region Cameroon invited community leaders and nurses for empowerment on managing and preventing
COVID-19. Prompted by the rapid spread of coronavirus in the country
and the urgency to bar it from Ngoketunjia, the women based NGO devoted extra attention on women with regards to the virus. The meeting took
place at the Ndop District Hospital April 11 2020. The facts, the myths and
the safety rules regarding the novel coronavirus disease commonly called
COVID-19 was presented to community leaders at the meeting.
RuWCED being an NGO with headquarter in Ngoketunjia was acting in
courteous responsibility to empower inhabitants of the division on the notion that charity begins at home. It began with a word of welcome from the
Coordinator of RuWCED Ndop, Vera Wirsiy.
Speaking to the press, the Operations Coordinator of RuWCED Cameroon
Lovees Ahfembombi, revealed the motive of the meeting “Today we came down for a division wide campaign on corona virus, Gender Based
Violence and Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights to share how corona virus can affect people especially women in the domain of sexual
and reproductive health. Our target population of this division wide campaign is Ngoketunjia and we are targeting local communities in the
thirteen different villages that make up Ngoketunjia Division. We came here to educate the community health workers and nurses on what
corona virus is and how it can be transmitted; discuss on myth surrounding corona virus and how we can prevent corona virus and also to
distribute basic utilities that they can use in their communities to help people fight against the prevalence of this coronavirus” he said.
To meet up its objective of educating women and girls, RuWCED cautioned stakeholders at the meeting on promoting women’s sexual rights.
The NGO was conscious of the fact that staying at home as one of ways to fight coronavirus may impale women’s sexual rights by causing
them to yield to sexuality against their will. Based on this, a Reproductive Health Expert, Ndah Grace spoke to the men to uphold women’s
rights with full regards on family planning. In addition, participants were drilled on how to produce locally made hand sanitizer following
the WHO recommended standard.
The presence of health workers deployed by RuWCED at the meeting was redeeming as they gave clarifications on misinformation and disinformation surrounding COVID-19. Until then, unverifiable beliefs about the virus was rife among people in Ngoketunjia; coronavirus is
not real, it is manmade, it is a Chinese virus, it cannot infect young people except the old, masks are already infected with the virus. All these
were condemned as misconceptions.
Community leaders together with nurses at the meeting were enjoined to know that COVID-19 is a respiratory disease. It affects people of all
ages and its symptoms include fever, shortness of breath, dry cough, runny nose, sneezing and in some cases diarrhea and dizziness among
others.
The disease can be prevented by regular hand washing with soap and running water, use of hand sanitizers in the absence of water, wearing
of recommendable facemasks, avoiding crowds, handshakes, observing social distance and staying at home. Also, they were told that in case
of a suspected COVID case, the suspect should stay at home but dial the hotline 1510 for reporting. A practical lesson on the production of
hand sanitizers with the use of glycerol and hydrogen peroxide was demonstrated.
To engage the community leaders in sensitization about coronavirus as well as the fight against Gender Based Violence, RuWCED brought
materials for the communities. Materials distributed were 5000 condoms, 500 lubricants,1500 soaps, 3000 flyers, 500 posters, 500 face
masks, 36 t-shirts, 30 badges, 2 packets of pens, 3 realms of papers, 100 litres of hand sanitizer and motivation for the campaigners. The
national number 1510 for covid-19 and RuWCED hotline 673224796 number for advice on GBV and SRHR issues. The community health
workers and nurses would use the distributed equipment to restitute the training in all the 13 villages of the Division through home visits
and a caravan tour with bikers. They shall do this with respect to social distances and wearing of facemasks. The posters would be put up on
a market day at strategic locations for greater awareness.
Stakeholders were thankful for the meeting and they resolved to disseminate knowledge that would help to keep COVID-19 at bay. The
Regional Focal Point for Sexual and Reproductive Health for the Northwest and the Divisional delegation of women empowerment and the
family underscored that the meeting was timely and in line with government actions while the District Medical Officer for the Ndop health
District on his part requested the full application of the training in all the villages by community health workers and nurses who were present.
The Chief of Integrated Health Center in Babungo Felicitas Che said “I would make the community to know that they should take preventive
measures by the government against the disease very seriously. For us here in the northwest it has not reached but if we don’t prevent or we
don’t take certain measures it is going to reach us and is going to be catastrophic”
After the meeting with Community stakeholders, RuWCED hopes for a robust community engaging in the prevention and management of
coronavirus alongside respecting women’s Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights.
By Mildred Ndum Wung with contributions from Akalambi Clare
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COVID-19 Challenge: RuWCED Awards Prizes and
Certificates to Winners

With over 50 applications, 12 winners of the recently launched COVID-19
Challenge, were excited to receive their certificates and prizes at RuWCED
branch in Bamenda on April 16, 2020. Six of them who are based in Bamenda, attended the ceremsony.
The world in general, Cameroon inclusive is struggling to contain the spread
of COVID-19. The virus has so far claimed many lives globally, with cases
increasing drastically in Cameroon. From research and observation, the elderly with pre-existing medical conditions tend to succumb to the virus.
Generally considered as caregivers in our society, women are at additional risk if at individual and collective levels, action is not taken to curb the
spread of this pandemic. This aspect influenced RuWCED to organize and
launch the COVID-19 challenge, to enable Cameroonian youths contribute
to spread the right information of the virus and help fight the pandemic.
12 winners from 04 categories were selected. These categories included; Which role should women/girls play in COVID-19? Which challenges
will women/girls face if COVID-19 is not quickly contained? A message to our health personnel especially female. Stop the spread: Protect ourselves and the elderly. First prizes for the 1st position was 20.000 CFAF, 15.000 CFAF for 2nd position and 10.000 CFAF for the 3rd position, for
each category.
The award ceremony that took place in Bamenda, was an opportunity to meet and recognise the efforts of 06 winners of the challenge, considering the fact that the others are based out of Bamenda. Participants were welcomed by the Coordinator for RuWCED Bamenda, Akuro Forsab.
“The novel COVID-19 has influenced so many activities in different fields, as people are forced to be innovative and proactive to fight the virus.
That is why we need to merge our efforts to fight the virus. For instance, the challenge, which involved a good number of Cameroonians, alongside other activities of RuWCED-Cameroon in Ngoketungia Division to curb the spread of the disease. I want to thank and welcome all of you to
RuWCED and hope your stay here will be productive…”
It was followed by an explicit presentation on RuWCED by the HR/Outreach Coordinator, Samuel Leboh. He talked about the brief history,
vision, mission, and summary of activities of RuWCED. He dwelled on most aspects as he encouraged guests to participate in activities as well.
Loveline Yimtsa, the Lead Nurse/Gender Officer, proceeded with a talk on COVID-19. She dwelled on how we can protect ourselves, and persons
around us, from coronavirus. With WHO and other UN agencies’ guides, participants were excited to learn more as they asked many questions
related to her presentation.
After the short break, the Communication Coordinator for RuWCED, Rabiatou Aliyu talked about the overall challenge, how it went and final
appraisals. “We received more applications than we expected, even after the deadline. All of them were brilliant; unfortunately, we could only
choose the stipulated number of persons per category. It doesn’t mean that those who weren’t chosen demerit, instead, we encourage them to keep
up with the good work in their communities.” She added that a panel of judges made up of medical experts assessed the entries and ranked them.
Thus, the prize selection committee did the final judgment based on the recommendations from the experts.
It was followed by series of presentations by all 06 winners of the challenge. They shared their experience, what motivated them and their appraisals. Nzouenkeu Yaanou Guylaine, winner of the fist prize category 4 reacted, “Most Cameroonians still see COVID-19 as fake, as a strategy put
in place by the government to foul population. My aim was to create awareness to people around me who think that the disease isn’t real. That is
where I gained my inspiration from. I wanted to inform them that we need to protect ourselves and the elderly. Since they don’t believe in it, they
don’t know how the virus is being spread. It was my first challenge and it was great since I am amongst the winners. I don’t intend to stop here, I
intend to participate in more challenges if it helps people in my environment. It also helped me to discover other skills during this confinement
period. Right now, I think I am useful to the society and my environment.”
Yilareng Lucien Fonyuy, winner of 2nd prize (category 4), who received his certificate and prizes online, reacted; “COVID-19 challenge by RUWCED is a laudable initiative, for the purpose of awareness creation which is better, and by far cheaper than cure. I applaud the organizers for
this great privilege to share my experience with like-minded people of good will and the world at large. As a health worker, one of our objective
is to sensitize the public on positive health habits, mindful of the devastating effect caused by COVID-19. I got inspired to do a video illustrating
washing and sanitation hygiene, which is an effective measure to curb the spread of this virus as prescribed by W.H.O and competent authorities
in collaboration with the ministry of public health. We need to rise up in solidarity to all health worker, humanitarian actors who are front liners braving all odds to serve humanity earnestly and most importantly extend helping hands to the disadvantage few in times like this, wherein
the whole world is fighting against a common enemy. I’m honored and overwhelmed with joy for being a participant and award winner of this
covid-19 challenge. Once more thank you for the recognition.”
“My passion is deeply rooted in medicine. I recently placed myself in a current situation like now. That if everybody scares away from the situation
who will help the victims of COVID-19? I had to write the message not as a competition but trying to express my mind to those facing the situation which is our lovely front line soldiers (medical personnel) not forgetting our ladies who tend out to be majority of population in hospitals
as nurses, and not only in hospitals but homes too. I appreciate the competition because it gave me courage not to give up on dreams of helping
my community.” Nulayeh Vanesa Menge, one of the winners from Yaoundé.
At the end, all participants talked about their activities and plans after winning the challenge. They promised to serve as real ambassadors to
channel the work of RuWCED in their various fields and communities. They promised to reach out to people around them and spread the right
news not just on COVID-19, but SRH issues learned today. During the session, Ndi Telma, one of the winners, exposed part of the work she did
for the challenge but the number of words limited her. It was a table of alphabets with COVID-19 messages, “A- Avoid crowd, B- Beware of fake
news, C- Clean your hands, D- Don’t go out…”
The ceremony ended with the award or prizes and certificates. One of the participants who didn’t make it but was present during the ceremony,
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RuWCED continues with the
prevention of COVID-19 in
Ngoketunjia Division.

RuWCED proceeded with some activities; providing hand washing buckets and soaps for people in the community. We placed these buckets
in different places; at the market entrance, park,
checkpoints etc, to encourage hand washing.
Most people present were happy and opted to
assist. In addition, RuWCED did a caravan tour
around the Ndop community (Mile 27, Mile 25
and other quarters). We raised awareness on
COVID-19, distributed some face masks to the
elderly and young bike riders to encourage the prevention of the virus.
Despite our efforts, we noticed that some people within the community consider COVID-19 as a myth, but we are happy that the majority
accept the fact that they have to put on face masks and take other precautions.
RuWCED Ndop took another phase for the prevention of
COVID-19, still in line with measures put in place by WHO
and Cameroon’s Ministry of Public Health.
RuWCED encouraged regular hand washing with soap and
running water in the community; thanks to the DO of Ndop
Central in Ngoketungia, Mr. Nkenemo Michelle and the representative of the DMO, Mrs Shu Claudia Spens who were there
with the team. The event began with a short talk and practical
hand washing exercise. In the days ahead the team will continue
with this activity around the community by placing water and
soap in some public places.
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TESTIMONY

I am a married woman with five children for eleven years, because my husband was maltreating me, my friend
advised me to sign my married in court, so I took upon myself to pay for the marriage certificate, so we signed
in court. He has been using this to insult me that I forced him to sign it. He beats me to all the times, he embarrassed me everywhere, off root my hair.
I was diagnosed HIV positive, he will beat me, tell the whole quarter that I am HIV positive, he will take the
container of drugs and throw them outside for everyone to see and say he is talking with evidence. He does not
take care of me or even the children, all my children are growing up in the house. No education. I live with his
father because he has abandoned me and the children and is living in another house with his concubine. Each
time he sees me with anyone he will come and tell the person that I am HIV positive. He follows me everywhere
I go, he has scandalized my name in his family and no family member comes close to me either. I am not working because I can’t go close to anyone.

EXPERT RESPONSE
Let this woman be encouraged and take this case to social welfare. Social welfare is going to help her because a
husband doesn’t have the right to scandalize her results even if she is HIV positive. Another thing is her signing
her marriage in the court. If they both signed their marriage in court it means the husband gave his approval. The
lady did nothing do anything wrong by signing the marriage certificate. It’s just that the lady has this husband who
doesn’t love her. It seems it is just a marriage of convenience because with 5 children, the man is treating her this
way. This woman should look for a way for herself and a way forward. Let legal authorities like social welfare and
the lawyers be called so they can assist this woman because when the man is not taking care of the children and is
scandalizing her HIV status, and he is insulting her and traumatizing her, that is violence he is imputing on this
woman. Let the legal authorities come in so that they can help the woman.
NDAH Grace, Reproductive Health Expert
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INSIGHT

R u WC ED B o n ds w it h M u lt ip le St a k eholders t o
F i gh t V i o le n c e a ga in st W o m e n and Girls

The Rural Women Center for Education and Development RuWCED has in a SWOT meeting engaged various facets of the community
in an effort to stamp out violence against women and girls. RuWCED was in Ngoketunjia Division of the Northwest region Cameroon
March 12, where it met with multiple community leaders during which they agreed on asserting knowledge, attitude and practice in order
to understand violence against women and girls as well as kick out the societal ill. The meeting took place at the Ndop District Hospital
where issues of Gender Based Violence especially violence against women and girls were put on the table. Present at the meeting were the
Communication Officer and Project Coordinator for RuWCED Rabiatou Aliyu, the Coordinator for RuWCED Vera Wirsiy and other
RuWCED officials.
The aspect of violation of women and girls rights is common in
Ngoketunjia Division; rape, child marriage, women are beaten by
their spouses, the woman is relegated to the background in times
of decision making, she is also not given the adequate resources
to carter for the home and at times she is denied the right to carryout economic activities that can fetch her huge incomes. It is
against this backdrop that RuWCED organised a meeting to examine Strengths Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT
ANALYSIS) with the aim of creating awareness and implementing a strategy to combat the ills with the participation of all
persons in the community. During the meeting, RuWCED also
introduced her new project entitled, “Using a Knowledge, Attitude, and Practices” (KAP) Study to understand Violence Against
Women and Girls in conflict towards building a participatory and
robust response Network in Ngoketunjia Division of Cameroon.
Participants take pictures to immortalise the come together

It brought together civil society organisations, pedagogues, women networks, members and heads of rotating savings associations, representatives from the delegation of Social Affairs, representatives from Women Affairs Delegation, health officials, traditional and religious
leaders. RuWCED during the session assessed their knowledge of GBV, enriched them with the various forms of GBV, pointed out the
factors that breed this problem and engaged these members of the community to be prompt in reporting anything that infringe women
and girls rights. Participants at the workshop were schooled on the forms of GBV including economic violence, physical violence psychological violence, and sexual violence. They were also told to speak up by reporting any form of violence seen to RuWCED for immediate
reaction and address of the problem. Meanwhile victims of rape should be referred to the hospital as soon as it happens to prevent health
complications that may be difficult to handle after forty eight hours. Participants then split into groups where they discussed on societal
factors that either promote GBV or prevent girls from fully enjoying their rights. The group work had various stakeholders talking on
where the problem comes from and what they are going back to do in order to be both reactive and proactive about GBV.

Stakeholders brainstorm on eradicating factors that breed GBV
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At the end of the session, participants were satisfied for the initiative
of RuWCED and they disclosed that they are going back with the
resolution to join RuWCED in the fight against GBV. According to
the Chief of Social Center from Ndop “I learned a lot of issues. They
talked of economic violence against women something I have never
known. They talked of creating counselling centres in the villages and I
look forward to work with the centers in order to end violence against
women and girls”
The leader of a rotating savings association was thankful “I am the vice
president of our Njangi group from Bamessing. The meeting was so interesting and educative. I did not know about the different forms of violence against women but now I know that there is sexual violence and
others. And I am going back to teach people to educate the girl child
and concerning the vocational training center that would be opened I
would also encourage girls to be part of it.”

Rev Ngeh Martin, Pastor of Fountain Baptist Church Bamunka was also grateful “RuWCED has really strategized with their programs
carved out and I see that by God’s grace much would be realised. With the much I have learned, I would keep communicating by getting in
touch with RuWCED. I am going out now to get cases of violence and violation and report immediately to RuWCED. Before this seminar
I was already aware of GBV and working about it but with the knowledge of today I would be more aggressive in getting cases on violence
such that I can communicate for a solution to be given to it. I am more determined than ever to report especially grievous cases so that
they should be properly handled”
The Quarter Head Babungo and Chairman of the Babungo Traditional Counsel was overwhelmed with the knowledge gained “I’m so happy that they came because of the present situation we are going through. The meeting has been very important because it touched on the
protection of the rights of the girl child, fighting violence against women and
children. As I go back home, I would do everything in my capacity to ensure
that this organisation is well planted in the village. I think that with the coming
of the NGO, I have learned much that would foster my community especially
on aspects of the girl child”
Tata Delphine, a head teacher of an educational institution said she goes back
to be more active “Every day we witness girls being abused in schools, in the
community and even in the homes. Girls are deprived of their rights. With this
seminar, I would say RuWCED is making us to be active. I’m going back to
visit community school to educate them on violence against women and girls.
I would bring people who need counselling to the counselling center. I learned
that we should rush issues of rape to the hospital as soon as it happens and also
refer them to the counselling center”
Speaking to the press, Rabiatou Aliyu, one of the project coordinators with RuWCED threw more light on the aim of the SWOT meeting “This meeting as
well as the new project we introduced to participants, focus on some forms of violence like sexual, physical, emotional & psychological,
socio-economic and harmful traditional practices. Precisely; rape, incest, harassment, domestic violence, child exploitation, widow inheritance female genital mutilation, breast ironing, ritual practices related to virginity and other forms of violence. The project we introduced
today will be for a duration of three years that will be implemented in the thirteen villages of Ngoketunjia Division. We are aware that the
perception and attitude of people don’t change instantly; because we still have people from the community who have diverse myths about
women and girls in general. We know that it is not easy to make people change their mentality quickly, so we need this duration for the
project. As such, we would be able to understand the root causes of all these forms of violence, sensitize the community in order to change
their views as far as violence against women and girls and concerned” she said.
After the SWOT meeting, RuWCED looks forward in seeing all stakeholders to be participative in both proactive and reactive ways by
building a robust response network in Ngoketunjia Division concerning violence against women and girls. They are expected to take action
to fight beliefs, attitudes and practices that fuel various forms of violence against women and girls as well as deter sexual and reproductive
health rights, a move that would advance the psychological, physical and material welfare of the woman.
News Info Trends and RuWCED
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RuWCED Equips PLWDs with GBV and COVID-19 Knowledge

In collaboration with new groups and associations of PLWDs, RuWCED sensitize some of their members on GBV related issues, signs and
symptoms of COVID-19 as well as its preventive measures, in Bamenda, recently.
This was done after they were schooled on Gender Based Violence (GBV) and Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG). Participants
were drilled on what GBV is all about, some actions that are considered to be violent against women and girls, the types and forms of
VAWG like emotional violence, physical violence, sexual harassment, sexual assault, etc. There was equally a talk on how to avoid inflicting
violence on others and what can be done if one experience any form of violence or come across any victim of violence. They were later
encouraged to speak out in their community and create awareness about such acts of violence.
After that, the signs and symptoms of corona virus were outlined to be cough, headache, sour throat and running nostrils. In order to prevent it, they were encouraged to practice good self-hygienic methods such as washing of hands frequently with soap and running water, if
you’re sneezing use a handkerchief or tissue, boil meat or egg well before eating, if you must go closer to an animal use gloves and disinfect
your hands before touching food items.
At the end, participants expressed satisfaction with the meeting and eagerness to attend the next meeting especially because they were informed that RuWCED will invite a medical expert for the next meeting, who will give talks on hypertension, diabetes and other non-communicable diseases and if possible do a test on sugar level and monitor blood pressure of participants.
AKALAMBI Clare, with inputs from
KALINGO Felicia and YIMTSA Loveline

RuWCED Boosts the Entrepreneurial Skills of Women and Girls amidst Instability in
Cameroon’s North West Region

As part of RuWCED’s Girls Club activities, members received theoreti-

cal and practical trainings recently, on how to do chewables, which will
be a reliable source of income to them considering the fact that schools
have been shut down as a result of the ongoing socio-political crisis.
Vera Wirsiy, RuWCED-Ndop Coordinator explained, “We do not only
empower members with SRHR, but also think it’s important to empower them with basic entrepreneurial skills like making peanuts, etc. They
can practice later, perfect their skills and it’ll serve as a reliable source
of income for them.” According to RuWCED staff present during the
session, they affirmed that girls who participated were excited to learn,
ask questions and they promised to show them what they’ll practice at
home.
For several years now, RuWCED has also boosted the entrepreneurial skills of women, men, girls and boys through its vocational training
arm, RuWVIED. Hundreds of trainees have graduated so far, and are currently depending on what they learned in the vocational training
institution. Every year, RuWCED finds new members to join the Girls Clubs, in order to empower women and girls and issue certificates
on their graduation day as well.
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GIRLS CLUB BAMENDA HAVE BEEN DRILLED ON CORONA VIRUS AND ITS PREVENTIVE MEASURES

During the last session with the Girls club, the reproductive health expert Ayim David, educated the girls on what COVID 19 is all about,
how it can be spread, the symptoms and how to prevent it. As part of the preventive measures stipulated by the World Health Organization
(WHO), participants were seated 1 meter apart from each other and face masks were distributed to everyone. It was an interactive session
in which members got to share their own ideas about the virus. The facilitator went ahead to teach the participants how to prepare their
own hand sanitizers at home using
• 1litre of alcohol or spirit (acts as a disinfectant)
• 350 milliliters of water (to make the alcohol mild on the hands)
• 10mils of glycerin (to moisturize the hands)
On their part, members appreciated the initiative while promising to follow instructions carefully.
Akalambi Clare
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WOMEN'S HEALTH
Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE)

Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE) is a curriculum based process of teaching,
and learning about the cognitive, emotional, physical, and social aspects of sexuality. It
aims to equip children and young people with knowledge skills, attitude and values that
will empower them to realize their health, well-being and dignity; develop respectful
social and sexual relationships; consider how their choices affect their own well being
and that of others; and understand and ensure the protection of their life throughout
their life.
Comprehensive sexuality education enables young people to protect their health, well
being and dignity. Because these programs are based on human rights principles, they
advance gender equality and the rights and empowerment of young people.
Every young person will one day have a life changing decision to make about their sexual and reproductive health. Yet research shows that the majority of adolescents lack the
knowledge required to make those decisions responsibly, leaving them vulnerable to coercion, sexually transmitted infections and unintended pregnancy. A lack of high-quality, aged and developmentally-appropriate sexuality education may leave children and
young people vulnerable to harmful sexual behaviours and sexual exploitation.
Too many people receive confusing and conflicting information about relationships and
sex as they make the transition from childhood to adulthood. This has led to an increasing demand from young people for reliable information, which prepares them for a
safe, productive and fulfilling life. CSE covers a broad range of topics related to Human
Development (including reproduction, puberty, sexual orientation, and gender identity) Relationships (including families, friendships, romantic relationships and dating),
and provides opportunity to present sexuality with a positive approach emphasizing
values such as respect, inclusion, non discrimination, equality, empathy, responsibility
and reciprocity.

PUBERTY

Puberty is the time in the life of a child when the child experiences physical and hormonal changes that mark a transition into adulthood.
Girls start developing breast and start menstruating while boys develop a deeper voice and facial hair will start too appear.
The average age for girl to begin puberty is 11 while that of boys is 12. But then, it is different for everyone. It is normal for puberty to begin
from the age of 8 to 14. The process can take up to four years. It’s very important to educate children about these changes.

First signs of puberty in girls
•
•

The first sign of puberty in girls is that their breast start developing.
Pubic hair also starts to grow and some girls start noticing hair on their arms and legs

Later signs of puberty in girls

After a year or so of puberty beginning, and for the next couple of years,
• Girls’ breast continue to grow and become fuller
• Around two years after beginning puberty, girls usually have their first period
• Pubic hair becomes coarser and curlier
• Underarm hair begins to grow – some girls also have hair in their parts of their body, such as their top lips and this is completely normal.
• Girls start to sweat more
• Girls often get acne (Pimple)
• Girls have a white vaginal discharge
• Most girls gain weight (which is normal) as their body shape changes- girls develop more body fat along their upper arms, thighs, and
upper back; their hips grow rounder and their waist gets narrower.

After about 4 years of puberty in girls
•
•
•
•

Breast becomes fuller
Pubic hair has spread to the inner thigh
Genitals should be fully developed
Girls stop growing taller
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First signs of puberty in boys
•
•

The first sign of puberty in boys is usually that their testicles get bigger and the scrotum begins to thin and redden
Pubic hair also starts to appear at the base of the penis

Later signs of puberty in boys

After a year or so of puberty starting and for the next couples of years:
• The penis and testicle grow and the scrotum gradually becomes darker
• Pubic hair becomes thicker and curier
• Underarm hair starts to grow
• Boys start to sweat more
• Breast start to swell slightly temporarily – this is normal.
• Boys may have “wet dreams” (involuntary ejaculations of semen as they sleep).
• Their voice “breaks” and gets permanently deeper- for a while, a boy might find his voice goes very deep one minute and very high the
next minute.
• Boys often develop acne (pimple)
• Boys go through a growth spurt and become taller by an average of 7 to 8cms, or around 3 inches a year and more muscular.
• After about four years of puberty in boys
• Genitals look like an adult’s and pubic hair has spread to the inner thigh
• Facial hair begins to grow and the boy may start shaving
• Boys get taller at a slower rate and stop growing completely at around 16years of age (but may continue to get muscular)
• Mist boys will have reached adult maturity by the age of 18
Adolescents undergo significant physical and cognitive changes during their pubertal development. These changes contribute to, and impact
their future development. It is therefore very essential for adolescents to be educated on their expected development especially at an early
stage as it decreases the possible anxiety associated with this period of life and also help adolescent make better choices in regards to their
sexuality.
REPRODUCTION
Reproductive health education is a key strategy for promoting safe sexual behaviour among teenagers. It includes messages to encourage abstinence and promote the use of condoms and contraceptives by those who are sexually active, in an effort to prevent pregnancy, AIDS, and
other Sexually Transmissible Infections (STIs).
The world in which adolescents live has changed dramatically in the last 25years and the response to their sexual and reproductive health and
rights has evolved in important ways.
RELATIONSHIPS
During adolescence, young people learn how to form safe and healthy relationships with fiends, parents, teacher, and romantic partners.
These relationships contribute to their development.
•Parents
Often, the parent-adolescent relationship is the one that informs how a young person handles other relationships. Parents can improve the
relationship of their children by keeping inform and setting limits but not attempting to completely control and adolescents dating life. While
monitoring children’s activities is important, parents should also learn to respect boundaries with their children. When parents continually
violate a young adolescent’s boundaries, by late adolescence, he or she is more likely to perpetuate or be victimized by violence within a romantic relationship.
•Romantic Relationships
Romantic relationships have much to teach adolescents about communication, emotions, empathy, identity, and for some couples, sex. The
level of closeness and support adolescence have experienced with their parents and siblings influences the quality of their romantic relationships. If communication between parents and children is positive and supportive in early adolescence, youths are more likely to interact
positively with romantic partner in late adolescence. Parents divorce can alter young people’s views of commitment and the level of intimacy
they experience in their own relationships. Experience of serious conflict marriage can also make a child more likely to perpetuate or be
victimize by dating experience.
•Friends and Peers
Peer relationships are influential as well. To some extent, the quality of romantic relationships mirrors that of friendship. Teens who have
close and trusting friendships are likely to have close and trusting romantic relationships while those who turns towards hostility and aggression with friends and peers will bring these tendencies into relationships.
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Q& A
What’s the best technique parents can use to educate their children about Sex?
If the child is below 10 years of age, you can call the child at a convenient hour and start by asking the child if he/she knows why they
are either a boy or a girl. From there, you can together with the child identify the differences between a boy and a girl and then you can
afterward educate them on the physical changes they’ll soon be experiencing on their body. If the child is between 10 and 15, you can
ask them how they think they came into existence. From there you can start educating them on sex, menstruation, fertility and reproduction. Remember, when talking to your children, the talk should be at different levels. Consider the age of your child before going
about the talk.

Is it true that talking to your children about sex can make them indulge in the activity or other activities related to it?
No. That is if the child understands the different process of development and how to handle them, he/she will not indulge their self in
harmful behaviour.

Is CSE enough to keep children away from unprotected or pre-marital sexual intercourse?
CSE is enough if well followed but guidance availability is very necessary and imperative

How effective is sex education in the society today?
It depends on how well it is thought in school and home

Why do you think people shy away from the subject?
People shy away from sex education because of our various backgrounds and cultural values. Also because they don’t know how to
introduce the topic to children.

What are some of those important topics which should not be missed out when CSE is concern?
The important elements of CSE should include developmental stages, puberty, menstruation, STI, GBV, communication for behaviour
change, contraception, and also making sure that parents, teachers and the children are involved at all levels.

Will having sex with a virgin cure someone with an STI, including HIV?
No. Instead, this practice only risks infecting the person who has not yet had sex.

Will washing the penis or vagina after sex lower the risk of becoming infected with an STI?
Genital hygiene is important and a good practice. There is no evidence, however, that washing the genitals prevents STI infection. In
fact, vaginal douching increases a woman’s risk of acquiring STIs, including HIV, and pelvic inflammatory disease. If exposure to HIV
is certain, treatment with antiretroviral medications (post-exposure prophylaxis), where available, can help reduce HIV transmission.
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HIGHLIGHTS
March 8_ International Women’s Day
RuWCED-Bamenda Commemorates This Year’s International Women’s Day with
the Youths of PC Ntaturu
RuWCED Bamenda joins the youths of Presbyterian Church (PC) Ntaturu to commemorate the 2020 edition of the International Women’s Day under the theme “I am
Generation equality; realizing women’s rights”.
As part of activities in honour this day, participants were educated on gender related
issues and Violence against the woman and the girl child. There was equally a session in which the boys and the girls were made to pinpoint the various activity they
each carryout in the home, in a bit to identify who’s most important to the home.
However, at the end of the session, it was made known that the woman complements
a man so both parties should be considered important and equal, be it in the home
or in the society. Other activities carried out include sketches and recitation of poems on gender equality.
By the end of the celebration, participants expressed their satisfaction especially because they were able to air out their minds, get answers
to their numerous questions and took back home important key messages to strengthen the family.
The session ended with a good number of participants receiving prizes for their brilliant participation and contribution in the various
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I AM GENDER EQUALITY

I am gender.
I am equality.
I speak for the voiceless.
I bring mutual respect where it seems to be lost.
I empower the woman,
Woman whose rights seems to have been trampled upon.
Woman rise up, Rise and face the challenges of life.
Do not be so dependent an you will be respected.
The man respects and independent Woman,
Be independent and supportive to your man and equality will be
well spelt out.
Yes I Stand For Gender Equality.
By ACHAM CLINTON KENG

“I AM GENERATION OF EQUALITY REALIZING WOMEN RIGHT”

Equality equality equality A word so simple to pronounce but difficult to practice
We are in a generation where women are treated as outcast
A generation where women are being relegated to backyard when it comes to important matters of the home and society
Many will say a woman’s place is in the kitchen
Forgetting that behind any successful man there is a woman
But yet every society preaches equality but no practice
Women women women
Do we feel their pains?
We are also tied up in a generation were women’s rights are not respected they are being oppressed
Yet silence is the order of the day
Oh....what a generation
It time for us to propagate the value of equality
The importance of realizing women’s right
So that eventually we will have a generation of equality where everyone is treated accordingly
Let’s us all come together
Let us unite for there is strength in unity and unity in diversity so that we can all build a better society for our current generation of
women and generations to come
I am generation equality
To realize the right of women.
By ANJOH NEVILLE

21ST MARCH_ WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY

Down syndrome occurs when an individual has an extra partial (or whole) copy of chromosome 21. The aim of this event is to show
how effective and meaningful participation of persons with Down Syndrome can be achieved via accessible information and communication, good support and inclusive consultation. Empower persons with Down Syndrome, those supporting them and their representative organizations, to advocate for effective and meaningful participation. And reach out to key stakeholders including education,
health and social care professionals employers, community and public bodies, the wider disability movement, media and the wider
community to disseminate this message and bring out change.

March 24_ International Day for the Right to the Truth Concerning Gross Human Rights Violations and for the
Dignity of Victims

The right to the truth here implies knowing the full and complete truth as to the event that transpired, their specific circumstances, and
who participated in them, including knowing the circumstances in which the violation took place as well as the reason for them. The
purpose of the day is to;
-Honour the memory of the victims of gross and systematic human rights violations and promote the importance of the right to truth
and justice.
-Pay tribute to those who have devoted their lives to, and lost their lives in the struggle to promote and protect human rights for all.
-Recognize in particular, the important work and value of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo of El Salvador, who was assassinated on 24th
March 1980, after denouncing violation of human rights of the most vulnerable populations and defending the principles of protecting
lives, promoting human dignity and opposition to all forms of violence.
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WORD GAMES
Quotable Quote
Tongue Twister
“I don’t think of all the misery but of the beauty that
still remains.” Anne Frank

If you notice this notice, you will notice that this notice
is not worth noticing

The fact that you are born and brought to life is beautiful in itself. While your life might be encircled with
numerous miseries and tragedies hold on to beliefs. It
is the optimistic belief that has the power to do wonder. It not only gives you strength but also sets things
right. That positivism in it’s self is indeed a beauty that
surpasses every negativity.
“Set your life on fire. Seek those who fan your flames.”

A big black bug bit a big black bear which made the big
black bear bleed blood.

Word Search

HOROSCOPE
Aries (March 21st_ April 19th)
Your ruling planet is making some serious badass moves this month which
can only help you get whatever it is you desire professionally. As long as
you keep the faith and keep it moving, you’ll achieve that goal of yours
connected to your career path. No one will dare mess with your authority.
You really can have it all this month, Aries. “Can’t stop, won’t stop” should
be your motto this month. Matters of the heart aren’t too shabby either. It
looks like a partnership opportunity is finally coming together. By your
own design of course.
Aries’ Keywords for March: boss, power, authority, clout, rewards, honor,

Taurus (April 20th_ May 20th)
You’ve got an incredible edge this month that will make you feel as if
you’ve got your own personal golden ticket to success and happiness.
You will be granted a delightful surprise in love or money matters, possibly both. You will make a romantic, personal or financial dream come
true. No joke, it’s happening! You will be broadcasting joy and happiness all month. Enjoy the goodness. You will get a new perspective
on using innovative methodologies to create long lasting professional
success. Be open.
Taurus’ keywords for March: Happy surprise, joy, love, success, fulfillment, beauty, money, harmony, positive, career.

Gemini (May 21 _June 20 )
st

th

It could seem like there is no way to get order in your home again withou
t sitting in the chaos first. This might lead to problem with in laws or a legal matter
concerning real estate or someone in your family. Although stressful, all
this
mental mess you may find yourself in is quiet necessary so that you may
finally
see the light about a family matter. Your love life may go under cover for
a bit.
You may also find yourself crushing on someone you know you can never
be
with. Sometimes, it is safer to sit in our fantasies than try to open our heart
in
the real world. If you find yourself escaping in this way to avoid love, then
it
might be a perfect time to talk to a counselor about what’s blocking you.
Gemini’s Keywords for March: Family, mess, misunderstanding, domes
tic
confusion, real estate, home life, legalities, love anxiety, secret love.

Cancer (June 21st _July 22nd)

Your love life will have major emphasis and power potential this
month. It’s as if you and your mate have decided to that no matter what, the two of you are ready to fight for each other and
for your relationship. once you’ve made up your mind together,
nothing can stop you. In fact, you’ve got “power couple” written all over your chart this month. There is a signal for a bright
fresh start in your career. Entrepreneurial effort and startups are
favored, although it is possible that getting venture capital from
all investor will be tricky.
Cancer’s Keywords for March: Powerful love, power couple,
partnership conflict, promotion, honor, awards, career shift,
ambition.

Send your stories, articles, contributions and feedbacks to RuWCED’s Communication Unit:
raliyu@ruwced.org / (+237) 675 340 296
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Leo (July 23rd_august 22nd)

HOROSCOPE

There are serious changes in store for your relationship this month.
if you are married and there are any holes in your relationship, then
you and your mate will need to work on them. If you are completely single, then it looks like you’re going to start to focus more on a
significant relationship with someone you know will stand the test
of time. When it comes to career, it looks like you’re flying high in
March.
Leo’s Keywords for March: Commitment, relationship test, marriage, serious love, career climb, promotion, money, opportunity,
advancement.

Sagittarius (November 22nd _December)

Virgo (August 23rd_September 22nd)
You may not know what decision to make regarding a work situation.
Fortunately, over the next several days, you will gain the clarity you
need to make the choices that are best to you. When it comes to work,
it looks like you’ll begin to realize how much more disciplined you’ll
need to be. In terms of romance, it looks like a gorgous month ahead!
You’ll definitely be getting your needs met!
Virgo’s keywords for March: Emotions, awareness, work trouble,
health issues, illness, wellness, sexiness, desirability.

Libra (September 23rd_October 22nd)
This month, there are massive cosmic shifts in the areas of your life
that has to do with love and relationships. You may not feel as warm
and fuzzy about matters of the heart. Suddenly, it’s serious business for
you and you don’t want anyone playing with your heart. You know just
how much is at stake in matters of the heart and because of this you
are only willing to play the game with someone who, like you, wants to
play for keeps. However, you’ve got a fresh start when it comes to your
relationships. So if you do meet a karmic mate, you can look forward
to something significant developing. Your domestic life is bustling as
well in March. You’ll get the job done in whatever requires your most
assertive focus on the domestic front.
Libra’s keywords for March: Commitment, heartbreak, romance fear,
serious love, soulmate potential, home renovation, domestic strides.

Scorpio (October 23 _November 21 )
rd

st

You might feel more anxiety than usual around professional matters. Don’t
feel pressured to make decisions in light of whatever information comes your
way. Take your time. Communication becomes a very serious theme for you as
you keenly become aware of how your words and thoughts can make or break
you in so many ways. You might also realize that it’s time to strategically work
through any communications related fear you have. This can be anything from
being afraid of public speaking to showing the world your writing talent. In
term of love, this month is no snooze fest. If you’re single, its ON! In a relationship? you and your love might be ready to try for a baby.
Sagittarius’ keywords for March: love, fertility, mindset, mental patterns, serious thoughts, communication, honor, awards, career insight, professional
change.

Capricorn(December 22nd_January 19th)
There is so much power behind you this month it’s ridiculous. Use it well
Capricorn because it truly seems like you can make anything happen! In
fact, you might be gearing up to take advantage of a remarkable opportunity. Crush it. Your love life is also beautiful. It looks like a sudden romantic
encounter is written in your stars. It feel exhilarating and physically gratifying.
Capricorn’s keywords for March: power, empowerment, action, ambition,
initiative, assertiveness, forcefulness, affairs, romantic excitement.

Aquarius (January 20th_February 18th)
It’s a defining month for you Aquarius. You’ll feel as if you’re receiving a
mental download with all the answers to the questions you’ve been asking. It’ll feel exciting but chaotic, and you won’t be able to put any of these
brilliant ideas to good use… at least, not yet. When it comes to love, you
might enjoy nesting with your partner and keeping things more low key.
Its definitely “home is where the heart is” kind of month.
Aquarius’ keywords for March: maturity, realism, innovative ideas, comfort, family, home, nesting, adulating.

Pisces (February 19th _March 20th)

A defining moment between you and your partner this month. You
There’s a serious business brewing for you regarding home and family
might find out hidden information about your mate that illuminates the
matters. You’ve got a weighty responsibility coming your way concerning
fragility of your connection. It’s also possible that your mate will find out
a relative or with a living situation. For example, you may find out that
something about you that he or she didn’t know before. You may both
an elderly relative needs your help. Another possibility is that you will be
realize you never really knew each other in the first place. A great deal of
focused on taking care of structural repairs around the house. You’ll take
focus will be on your social life this month. Finances are looking up. A
care of whatever you need to with maturity and soberity. Fortunately, it
new revenue steam is possible.
looks like you’ll have the complete support of your partner as you do so.
Pisces’ keywords for March: relationship, mess, love, lost, mixed mesThe two of you will share the same vision on whatsoever decisions need to
sages, humanitarian efforts, philanthropy, group leadership, new money.
happen domestically and with children. If you’re dating someone, it looks
like you’ll be ready to make a more slid commitment this month.
Scorpio’s keyword for March: home, real estate, family responsibility,
downsizing, home repairs,
marriage, love, romantic
Listen to our educative radio programs.
harmony

Answer quiz questions and win amazing prices

SPEAK OUT

on
Radio Hot Cocoa FM 94.0
Fridays: from 02:am-02:45pm
Rebroadcast: Saturdays 12 noon - 12:45

Women’s Health

on
Abakwa Radio FM 99.0
Wednesdays: from 11am-11:30am
Rebroadcast: Saturdays from 12noon to 12:45pm
Making women’s health matter
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